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Abstract
Wepresent the results ofmuon-spin spectroscopy (μ+SR)measurements on themolecular spin
ladder system (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x, [Hpip=(C5H12N)]. Using transverse fieldμ

+SRwe are able to
identify characteristic behaviour in each of the regions of the phase diagramof the x=0 strong-rung
spin ladder system (Hpip)2CuBr4. Comparison of our results to those of the dimer-basedmolecular
magnet Cu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4) shows several common features.We locate the crossovers in partially
disordered (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x (x=0.05), where a region of behaviour intermediate between
quantumdisordered and Luttinger liquid-like is identified. Our interpretation of the results
incorporates an analysis of the probablemuon stopping states in (Hpip)2CuBr4 based on density
functional calculations and suggests how themuon plus its local distortion can lead to a local probe
unit with good sensitivity to themagnetic state. Using longitudinal fieldμ+SRwe compare the
dynamic response of the x=1 strong-rungmaterial (Hpip)2CuCl4 to that of the strong-legmaterial
(C7H10N)2CuBr4 (known asDIMPY) and demonstrate that our results are in agreement with
predictions based on interacting fermionic quasiparticle excitations in thesematerials.

1. Introduction

Spin ladders represent a class of low-dimensional quantummagnets that occupy a regimeof subtle behaviourwhich
lies between the stark extremesof theone-dimensional chainor two-dimensional plane [1]. Thesematerials are
characterizedby twoantiferromagnetic exchangeparameters: Jrung along the ladder rungs and Jleg along the ladder
legs. For ladderswith an evennumberof legs the ground states aremagneticallydisordered and showagap in their
excitation spectrum. (They areoftendescribed asquantumdisordered (QD).)AnappliedmagneticfieldB0 acts to close
the gap and, at a criticalfieldB0=Bc, there exists aT=0quantumcritical point (QCP) abovewhich the excitation
spectrumis gapless. In aone-dimensional spin systemsuchas an isolated ladder, divergentphasefluctuationsprevent
thepossibility of thehigh-field, gapless state showing long rangemagnetic order (LRO) and, instead, a spinLuttinger
liquid (LL) state is realized.This gapless LL state is characterizedby algebraicallydecaying spin correlations and, since it
involvesno symmetrybreaking, is reachedvia a crossover rather thanaphase transition forT>0.Despite this, the
change in spin correlationshasbeen shown tobeobservable in thermodynamicmeasurements [2, 3]. TheQCPand
relatedphysics in two-leg laddershasbeen extensively studied theoretically, but therehasbeen comparatively little
matching experimentalworkdue to the scarcity ofmodel systemswith accessible energy scales. Figure 1(a) shows a
schematic appliedmagneticfield-temperaturephasediagramfor a spin ladder.
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Arguably the best studied and clearest example of LL physics has been found in a two-leg spin ladder system:
the strong-rung coordination compound piperidinium copper halide (Hpip)2CuX4 (where (Hpip)=(C5H12N)
andX=Br, Cl), whose phase diagrams are shown infigure 1(b). TheX=Br compound (Hpip)2CuBr4 has
[2–4]Jleg/Jrung=0.25 and a phase diagram that reveals LL, quantum critical (QC) andQD regimes at low
temperature, with a criticalfield, derived frommagnetizationmeasurements, ofBc=6.7 T atT=0.Owing to
the existence of a small three-dimensional coupling ¢J there is also a region of 3DLROwithin the LL dome
belowT≈0.1K, where the interladder exchange coupling leads to 3Dmagnetic ordering reminiscent of that
shownby coupled spin dimers in an appliedmagnetic field [5]. Above a saturation fieldBc2 the systembecomes
gapped, once again. TheX=Cl compound is characterized [6, 7] by Jleg/Jrung≈0.39 and a criticalfield of
Bc=1.73 T. Taking these two compounds as end points in a series (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x, the controlled
introduction of disorder via halide substitution x, offers opportunities for studying the effects of disorder in LL
physics [6]. The substitution of the Br andCl halide ions, whichmediate the superexchange interactions between
theCu2+ spin sites, facilitates disorder via randomized interaction strengthswhilst leaving the spin ladder
structure qualitatively unchanged. This quenched disorder provides the possibility of realizing and
characterizing new quantum states, such as the elusive Bose glass phase [6, 8]. A summary of the parameters of
representativemembers of the family ofmaterials discussed in this paper is given in table 1.

In this paperwe present local probemeasurements of themagnetism in strong rung spin ladders.We employ
implantedmuons [11, 12] in two configurations. Firstly, the transverse field (TF) geometry, intended to probe
the staticmagnetic field distribution in (Hpip)2CuBr4 and in partially disordered (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic temperature-magnetic field phase diagram for strong-rung spin ladder compounds. The coherence scale of
the order of the exchange parameter J along the legs of the ladder is shown.Weak interladder coupling ¢J leads to LRO. (b) Schematic
LL domes for (Hpip)2CuX4,X=Br andCl, with the dome height determined via thermodynamicmeasurements.

Table 1. Summary of ladder exchange parameters and criticalfields from
magnetization data. In addition to thematerialsmeasured in this study,
also included is the half-substituted (Hpip)2CuBr2Cl2.

Compound Jrung (K) Jleg (K) Bc (T) Bc2 (T)

(Hpip)2CuBr4 [4] 12.6 3.55 6.73 13.79

(Hpip)2CuBr2Cl2 [9] 5.10 3.06 2.4 20

(Hpip)2CuCl4 [7] 3.42 1.34 1.73 4.38

DIMPY [10] 9.5 16.5 3.0 29
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Secondly, the longitudinal field (LF) geometry, intended to probe dynamics and applied to (Hpip)2CuCl4.Muon
spin relaxation (μ+SR) has previously been shown to be a sensitive local probe of static and dynamic effects in
one- and two-dimensional coordination polymermolecularmagnets [13–15], in both TF and LF
configurations. The technique has also been shown to usefully probe the phase diagram and excitations in
systems based on coupled antiferromagnetic dimers [5] and in spin liquid systems [16], whose low energy
physics can also be viewed as being related to that of antiferromagnetically coupled, strongly interacting dimers.
However, detailed investigations of spin ladders usingμ+SRhave not been possible until the recent
commissioning of new spectrometers with highmagnetic field and low temperature capabilities [17, 18].

There is also a direct and useful correspondence between a spinHamiltonian in an appliedmagnetic field
and a lattice bosonHamiltonian in the grand canonical ensemble [8], where the appliedmagnetic field acts as an
effective chemical potential for the boson excitations. For the 3D interacting dimer case, this gives us a picture of
themagnetically ordered regime as being an analogue of a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC) formagnons. For the
1D spin ladder case, this picture shows that the appliedfield provides uswith a control over the population of
excitations within the LL state. Themeasurements on spin ladders presented heremay therefore be viewed as
providing a bridge between local probe results on the relatively well understood 3Ddimer physics seen in
systems such asCu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4) [5] and the BECofmagnons candidateNiCl2·4SC(NH2)2 [19], as well as the
more exotic case of spin liquid physics examined, for example, in [16]. Since spin ladder systems lie between
these extremes, an understanding of themuon’s interactionwith spin ladders is useful in interpreting the results
of themore speculative work in themore complex spin liquid systems.Moreover, in cases such as the spin
liquids, whereμ+SR has provided unique insights, it is especially important to assess the extent towhich the
implantedmuon has the potential to perturb the intrinsicmagnetic state.

We showhere theways inwhich implantedmuons are sensitive to the different phases in the spin ladder
materials and also to low frequency dynamics. Notably, ourfirst principles calculations of the nature of the
muon stopping site suggest that themuon’s sensitivity to the physics in these systems derives from a local
distortion itmakes to the crystal structure in its vicinity, which leads to a significant perturbation to the local
magnetism (though in a quite differentmanner to that found in pyrochlore oxides [20]). Despite this, themuon
continues to prove a useful probe of the globalmagnetic properties of thematerials, allowing us in the case of
(Hpip)2CuBr4, for example, to identify phase boundaries in agreementwith those suggested by other techniques.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 contains a brief description of the experimental geometries
employed in this investigation. In section 3we present the results of TFμ+SR on (Hpip)2CuBr4 and its
comparisonwithmeasurementsmade on the dimer-basedmolecularmagnet Cu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4), where similar
spectra aremeasured.We analyse in detail the state of the stoppedmuon in section 4 usingfirst principles
techniques and suggest howmuon-induced changes in the local electronic structure lead to amuon state that is
sensitive to the localmagnetism. In section 5, we use the sensitivity of themuon to the localmagnetism to probe
the effect of introducing bond disorder. Finally, in section 6we turn directly to dynamics and discuss the
comparison of LFμ+SRmeasurementsmade on strong-rung (Hpip)2CuCl4 and strong-legDIMPY.

2. Experiment

In theTFμ+SRexperimental geometry [12] the externally appliedfieldB0 is directedperpendicular to the initial
muon spin direction.Muons precess about the total localmagneticfieldB at themuon site. Theobserved property
of the experiment is the time evolutionof themuon spin polarizationPx(t), which allows the determinationof the
distribution p(B)of localmagneticfields across the sample volumebymeansof a Fourier transform.TFμ+SR
measurements on (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x (x=0, 0.05)were carried out on single crystal samples at the Swiss
MuonSource, Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland)using theHAL-9500 highfield spectrometer. The crystals had
approximate dimensions 5×5×1mm3. These cover themuonbeamarea for theHAL-9500 spectrometer,
leading us to expect very little background signal frommuons stopping in the sample holder. The single crystal
sampleswerewrapped inAg foil (thickness 12μm) and glued to a silver sample holderwithGEvarnish. Theholder
wasmounted on the coldfinger of a dilution refrigerator, with thefielddirected along theb axis (i.e. perpendicular
to the ladders,which extend along the a-direction). This is the sameorientation used inprevious studies, e.g. in [3].
Analogousmeasurementsweremadeona polycrystallinemosaic of crystallites ofCu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4)usingHAL-
9500.The crystals of thismaterialwere arranged onanAg foil (thickness 12.5 μm)whichwas glued to the sample
holder.Data analysiswas carried out using theWiMDAanalysis programme [21], withTF spectra generated using
WiMDA’s apodized, phase-corrected cosine Fourier transforms.

In the LFμ+SR experimental geometry thefieldB0 is directed parallel to the initialmuon-spin polarization.
The appliedfield decouples the contribution from staticmagnetic fields at themuon site. This allows us to probe
the dynamics of the system, as time-varyingmagnetic fields at themuon site are able toflipmuon spins and
therefore to relax the averagemuon polarization.Our LFmeasurements weremade using theHiFi spectrometer
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at the STFC-ISIS facility, RutherfordAppleton Laboratory (UK). A single crystal sample of (Hpip)2CuCl4was
mounted on anAg plate attached to the coldfinger of a dilution refrigerator, with the field directed along the
b axis. The sample sizes were similar to those given above.

3. Transversefieldmeasurements

3.1. (Hpip)2CuBr4
To investigate the phase diagramof the spin ladder systemusing implantedmuons, we use TFμ+SR
measurements. In the highmagnetic field limit, themuon spin relaxation rate (and hence thewidth of the
features seen in the Fourier transforms of the spectra) are determined by themagnetic field correlations
along the direction of the appliedmagnetic field. Example Fourier transformTFμ+SR spectra are shown for
(Hpip)2CuBr4 infigure 2 at two temperatures. At each applied fieldwefind significant Fourier amplitudeA(B)
(proportional to thefield distribution p(B)) close to the applied fieldB0, but also significant spectral weight
displaced fromB0.With increasing applied field the average spectral weight shifts to lowerfields. The evolution
of the spectral featuresmay also be tracked in the colourmap plot of Fourier amplitude shown infigure 3.

In order to extractmore quantitative detail from the field distributions, the spectral functionsA(B)were
fitted to the sumof several peaks. It is found that for 5.5�B0�8T the data can be best described by a sumof
four distinct Gaussian components: twomodelling the shape of the large featurewhose centre is nearB0, one for
the highfield side feature seen in theQD region and one for the feature seen on the low-field side of the peak that
persists into the LL regime. The spectrawere therefore fitted to the function

å
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= -
-

=

⎡
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⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( )A B A

B B
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Figure 2. Fourier transformTFμ+SR spectrameasured for (Hpip)2CuBr4 atfixed temperatures of (a)T=0.02K and (b)T=0.5 K.
Colours refer tofigure 1(a) and shading highlights the satellite peaks.
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The amplitudesAiwere found to be roughly constant with varying appliedfield, allowing us to track the
behaviour of each of the components10. (Wefind that the two central components have similar spectraweight
(given by the productAiσi), with the peaks above and below each having≈15%of that spectral weight.)The
positionBi andwidthσi of the peak components are extracted and plotted against applied fieldB0 infigure 4 for
datameasured atT=0.5 K.

Several trends are apparent in the data and the corresponding fits. As the quantum critical (QC) region is
approached from the quantumdisordered (QD) regime on increasingB0 a high field shoulder is seen in addition
to the large central peak. As the field is increased, this feature shifts towards the central line, beforemerging into
the broad central peak above the crossover fieldBc≈7 T. AtB0=6.3 T and above, we see an additional peak on
the lowfield side, which persists and shifts to still lowerfields as the appliedfield is increased. The broader of the
two central features shows amaximum in its width centred onBc. It is notable that these features correlate with
the independently determined phase diagramof thematerial. The highfield feature is visible in theQDandQC
regimes and disappears aswe pass into the LL/LRO regions. Aswe leave theQD region and cross into theQC
regime, a low-field feature appears which persists into the LL/LRO region. Taking theT=0QCP to be at the
centre of theQC region leads to an estimateBc=6.7 T, in broad agreement with themagnetization result.We
are therefore able to broadly distinguish the regimes showing quantumdisorder (with the high-field feature
resolvable) and LL physics (where this feature is not resolved).

The spectra are generally quite similar forT=0.02 K and T=0.5 Kwhere they reflect the same phases.
Themost significant differences are seen in the datameasured for (Hpip)2CuBr4 around 6.5 and 8 T. The
former field is close to the QD–QC crossover (figures 1(a) and (b)). At this applied field, raising the
temperature causes a shift in spectral weight to lower fields. This is consistent with the negative slope of the
boundary betweenQD andQC regions (figure 1(a)), which causes the low temperature point to be closer to
theQD region and the higher temperature point to be closer to theQC regime. The shift in spectral weight to
low fields is then seen to follow the same trend as we find in the constant temperature scans from theQD to
QC region, which also involve a shift in spectral weight to lower fields as the applied field is increased. At 8 T
the 0.5Kdata reflects the LL phase, with a rather broad low field satellite, whereas at 0.02K the satellite found
to bemuch sharper, reflecting the LROphase. The overall difference between the LL and LRO phases is
however found to be quite subtle.

3.2. Cu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4)
The features identified above reflecting the physics of the system can be comparedwith analogous
measurements we havemade on themagnetic dimermaterial Cu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4). This system [5, 22] is based
on interacting antiferromagnetic dimerswhich are coupled in a staggered configuration into sheets.
Themeasured phase diagramof this system is shown infigure 5(a), showing quantumdisordered,XY
antiferromagnetically ordered and ferromagnetically ordered (FM) phases as a function of applied fieldB0. Our
TFμ+SR spectrameasured as a function of appliedfieldB0 (figure 5(b)) show the same trends as the spin ladder

Figure 3.A colourmap of Fourier amplitude as a function of applied fieldB0 for TFmeasurements on (Hpip)2CuBr4. Data are shown
atT=0.5 K,with (a) a broad vertical scale and (b) an expanded vertical scale. Dottedwhite lines are guides to the eye showing
probable transitions (see text).

10
Amplitudes were allowed to vary slightly in thefitting procedure. There is a drop in the amplitude of the broad central featurewhen its

width increases (rising againwhen thewidth decreases) consistent with a constant area of this feature in the frequency domain, and therefore
for a constant contribution frommuon sites.When the lowfield feature is no longer resolvable, it is not completely clear whether the spectral
weight is lost from the total signal, owing to the relatively small size of this feature compared to the larger contributions to the central peak.
However, the broadening out of this feature (and the loss of its spectral weight)would be consistent with the results of the fitting.
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measurements. In theQDphase at 1.6 T the observed line is asymmetrical with spectral weight on the highfield
side of the central peak. In the ordered phase (5.6 T) the spectrum is significantly broadenedwith spectral weight
shifted to the lowfield side of the spectrum.Wefit Lorentzian peaks to these data using the function

å=
+

s
= -⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( )

( ) ( )A B
A

1
, 2

i

N
i

B B1
2

i

i

withN=3. This allows us to track the separationBi−B0 of the additional spectral weight from the peak at the
appliedfield. The Lorentzian lineshapemost likely reflects a particularly strong dynamics in this case. The result
of this analysis is shown infigure 5(c), which shows the shift of that componentwith the largest spectral weight.
We see that the low-field phase boundary can be identified via a discontinuity inBi−B0 with increasingB0,
while the high-field boundarymay be identified via a discontinuity in the gradient of this quantity. The former
feature is probably due to the change in both time-averaged localfield and dynamics on crossing theQD–XY
phase boundary. The latter feature probably reflects the fact that although theXY–FM transition does involve a
crossing of energy levels, so is indeed a phase transition, at least classically these two phases result inmuon
ensembles experiencing similar localmagnetic field profiles.

Figure 4.Results offittingGaussian peaks in equation (1) to the data for (Hpip)2CuBr4 atT=0.5 K. (a)Peak positionBi relative to the
applied fieldB0. (Lines are guides to the eye.) (b) Full width halfmaximum (FWHM) peakwidths.
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Figure 5. (a)Phase diagram for Cu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4) taken from [5] showing quantumdisordered,XY-ordered and ferromagnetic
(FM) regions. Phase boundaries are derived fromheat capacity (HC)dynamic susceptibility (χ) andμ+SR. (b)TFμ+SR spectra in the
three phases of thematerialmeasured atT=0.2 K. (c) Separation of afitted Lorentzian peak from the appliedmagneticfield as a
function of appliedfield. Phase boundaries are indicatedwith dotted lines. Reprinted figurewith permission from [5], Copyright
(2014) by theAmerican Physical Society.
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This same general trend is also the case inmeasurements we havemade [19] on the BEC candidatematerial
NiCl2·4SC(NH2)2 (known asDTN). In that system,measurements in theQD regime show a peak on the high-
field side of the applied field, which vanishes as the LROphase is approached, with spectral weight appearing on
the low-field side in the LRO region, as we observe here. It is interesting to note that a significant difference exists
between the results for the spin laddermaterial and those forDTN andCu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4). For (Hpip)2CuBr4
we start to see the low-field feature emerge in theQC region, which coexists with the high field peak. In contrast
there is a sharp separation in behaviour inDTNandCu(pyz)(gly)(ClO4) between theQD and LRO regions, with
no coexistence. This reflects the difference in physics between the twomagnetic systems inwhich the lack of
symmetry breaking in the spin laddermaterial leads toT>0 crossovers rather than the phase transitions of the
BECmaterials.

4. The state of the stoppedmuon

4.1.Dynamical Regime
In order to understand the origin of the TFμ+SR signals reported in section 3 and the LFμ+SR signals that will
be reported in section 6we examine the nature of the stopping state of themuon.We consider first the case of ZF
and LFμ+SR. Inmostmagnets, we arewell within the fast fluctuation limit at temperatures aboveTN. In zero
fieldmeasurements we often observe that the electronic fluctuations are partially narrowed from the spectrum
(allowing nuclearmoments tomake a sizeable contribution to the relaxation in zerofield). A rough estimate can
bemade of themuon relaxation rate based on the fluctuating amplitude of amagnetic field component at the
muon site and the fluctuation time τ. In a fast fluctuation regimewith densemagneticmoments and relaxation
dominated by exponential correlations [11]we expect themuon polarization P(t) to relax following an
exponential function l= -( ) ( )P t texp LF with the LF relaxation rate given by

l
g t
w t

=
D
+

( )B2

1
, 3LF

2 2

0
2 2

whereω0=γB0,B0 being the applied field and γ themuon gyromagnetic ratio. If there are several distinct
muon sites in amaterial, thenwewould expect a relaxation rateλi for a particular site i, to reflect thefluctuating
magnetic fieldΔBi at that site, alongwith the correlation time for the site τi. The relaxation of themuon site
would then follow l= å -( ) ( )P t a texpi i i , where ai reflects the occupancy of each site.

Within the same approximation, the TF relaxation is given by the Abragam function [11], which in the fast
fluctuation limit also predicts exponential relaxationwith a transverse relaxation rate

l g t= D ( )B 4TF
2 2

and a corresponding Lorentzian lineshape in the frequency domain. Assuming that, for a particular site,
transverse and longitudinal field–field correlations are of the same order ofmagnitude, wemay compare a
transverse relaxation rate of≈10μs−1 with a typical longitudinal one of≈0.1μs−1 (see section 6), fromwhich
we obtain an estimate of the characteristic parametersΔB≈50mT and τ≈5 ns (corresponding to γΔB
τ≈0.2, confirming the original assumption of being in the fast fluctuation limit). This would imply that there is
at least onemuon site experiencing significant dynamic fluctuations of this amplitude. Dipolefield calculations
based on themuon site analysis below (see appendix) are fully consistent with this estimate.

Besides this evidence for a fast fluctuating dynamical response in at least part of the spectrum, the TF
measurements are also sensitive to any time averaged field component along the appliedfield direction.
Evidence for such quasistatic fields is provided by the shifted satellite features found in the spectra.

4.2.Muon sites
To identify the specific classes ofmuon stopping state we have carried out spin-polarized density functional
theory (DFT) calculations within the generalized gradient approximation [23], using the planewave basis-set
electronic structure code CASTEP [24]. Structural relaxations were performed using a 2×1×1 supercell and
details of these calculations can be found in the appendix.

Wefind three characteristic stopping sites based on the local geometry around themuon position and show
each of these infigure 6. (I) In the lowest energy sites themuon sits between twoBr atoms forming a rung of the
spin ladder (figure 6(a)) (called the rung sites below). The resulting Br-μ+-Br -like structure is similar to the
F-μ+-F complex [25] commonly formed in other complex systems [26] (and predicted usingDFT [27]),
althoughwe note in the present case that the twoμ+-Br bonds lengths are unequal. (II)A second class of site has
themuon sitting between twoBr atoms forming a ladder leg (figure 6(b)) (the leg sites hereafter). (III) In the third
class of site (figure 6(c)) themuon sits within a CuBr4 tetrahedron (the tetrahedron sites, hereafter). These three
stopping sites: rung, ladder and tetrahedron, havemany features in common.Most notably, in all cases the
muon sits between twoBr atoms. This is true even for the case inwhich themuon lies inside theCuBr4, where
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themuon sits along an edge of the tetrahedron.We conclude that the Br-μ+-Br-like state is highly probable for a
muon stopping in thismaterial, with themuon consistently found to sit slightly closer to one of the Br atoms
than the other.

Most importantly for our discussion, each of these sites causes significant structural, electronic and
magnetic distortion to the local environment (see appendix). Infigure 6we show themost significant atomic
displacements. The lighter spheres indicate the initial positions of the atomswhereas the darker spheres
represent the relaxed positions of the atoms. The displacements of all other atoms (not shown) are less than
0.2Å. In all cases we observe a significant displacement of the nearest Cu atom,which is accompanied by a
stretching of the nearest Cu–Br bond. In the leg and rung sites it is the Cu atomwithin the tetrahedron
containing the Br atom that themuon sits closest to that experiences a significant displacement. The
perturbation on the localmagnetism caused by themuon (and described in the appendix) is also significant,
involving a reduction in the local Cumoments and changes in their local spin polarization over sizeable
distances.

4.3.Mapping the features in the TF spectra
Wecan consider the threemuon sites identified above in reconciling the features seen in the TF spectra, where
we have four types ofmuon state: two experiencing local ranges ofmagnetic fields close to themagnitude of the
appliedmagnetic field (i.e. they see a small average internalmagnetic field contribution from the sample) and
one either side of these (which experience a larger internal field contribution). Belowwe discuss how each of
thesemuon states predicted byDFTmight contribute to the observed features in the spectra.We argue that the
features observed on either side of the central peak are likely to be due to a sizeable perturbation to the system
caused by themuon-induced distortion to the systemwith associated local staggeredmoments, and identify the

Figure 6.Muon stopping sites within the spin ladder structure.Muonswere found to stop (a) along ladder rungs (b) along ladder legs
and (c) inside theCuBr4 tetrahedra. For clarity, only Cu atoms (orange spheres) andBr atoms (red spheres) are shown.
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rung and leg sites as thosemost likely to be responsible for these features, owing to the disruption to exchange
couplings that they are predicted to cause in their vicinity. (Note that the structure of thematerial suggests that
there are two exchange pathways along the rung and one along the leg, with the two rung paths related by an
inversion centre. If themuon is close to one Br, we then expect tofind twomuon sites coupled to the rungs and
two sites coupled to the legs.)

The observed central peaks are of rather different character to the peakswe observe on either side: one
central contribution is relatively narrow and one rather broad. The narrow central peak varies relatively little
overmuch of thefield range andwould appear to result frommuon sites not well coupled to thematerial itself.
Sites contributing to this latter peakmight includemuons stopping outside the sample in the sample holder, or
frommuons in sites in the sample where they do not experience a significant static internal localmagnetic field.
We do not discuss these sites further as they provide little information about the system. The broader peak is
better coupled to themagnetic behaviour, showing amaximum in its width on passing throughBc which
suggests a dynamical origin. Sites inwhich amuon sits close to the (C5H12N)

+ ionsmight reasonably produce
these central peaks as a result of themuon sitting further away from theCu ions and thereby experiencing a
relatively small internal localfield.However, such sites were not found in our calculations, evenwith themuon
being initialized close to the piperidinium rings, with the exception of one site whichwas found to be around
2eVhigher in energy than the low energymuon sites.We therefore conclude that such a site is unlikely to
be realized. This is to be contrastedwith calculations performed on the strong-leg spin ladder system
(C5H9NH3)CuBr4 [28]which demonstrate sites where themuonwas able to form aC-μ+ bond, breaking the
ring. Calculations performed on an isolated piperidinium ion showed a similar ring-breaking and bond
formation. This implies that the formation of theμ+-Br bond is so energetically favourable in the current case
thatmuon sites not involving this coordination are unlikely to occur. In the absence of sites near the carbon
atoms, we tentatively attribute the broad central peak tomuons stopping in tetrahedronBr-μ+-Br sites.Whereas
the perturbation of the rung and leg sites is identified as being necessary for the associated spectral features we
observe,muons in the tetrahedron sites do not sit directly along themagnetic exchange pathways and thusmight
be expected to perturb the systemmuch less strongly than the rung and leg sites.

The two features appearing on either side of the central lines result frommuon sites that couple to the
physics of the spin ladders, as the features correlate strongly with the knownphases of thematerial. In theQD
regionwe observe a feature shifted to the high-field side of the central peak, while in the LL/LRO regionswe see a
feature on the lowfield side. Note that the discontinuity in the field shift on passing throughBc, the difference in
slope of theirfield dependence (figure 4(a)) alongwith the appearance of both features simultaneously in theQC
regionwould strongly suggest that they do not arise from a single feature in the spectra thatmoves continuously
as a function of applied field, indicating that they each require separate explanations. If we consider amuon site
in the crystal and the region of thematerial around it, the total localmagnetic field experienced by themuonwill
be the vector sumof the externally applied fieldB0, internalfield from the surrounding pocket ofmaterialBint,
the LorentzfieldBL frommore distantmoments and the demagnetizing fieldBdemag. Approximating the sample
as aflat plate, wewould expect thatBdemag=−μ0M, whereM is themagnetization, and that the Lorentzfield
will be given byBL=μ0M/3. Thefield at themuon site is then m= - +B B M B2 30 0 int.

The unperturbedQD region, formed from interacting antiferromagnetic dimers, should give no internal
magnetic field at themuon site arising from theCu2+ spins and should havemagnetizationM=0 and sowe
would therefore expectB=B0. The unique signal we observe on the high-field side of the central peak in this
phasemust therefore result from a small additional contribution to themagnetization or internalfield.
One possible source of a smallmagnetization identified in the BEC compoundDTN [19]was that a small
misalignment of the crystal with respect to the appliedmagnetic field can lead to a small non-zeromagnetization
M, however no such effect has been reported for ourmaterial. In order to observe a peak at positiveB−B0, we
require a positive contribution toBint in a region of the phase diagramwhere there should be no electronic spins
in the unperturbed state. Themain candidate for producing such an effect is amuon stopping site such as the
rung or ladder state that distorts its local environment to the extent that a hyperfine or dipolar contribution from
the local Cu2+moments becomes resolvable. Thismight, for example, involve the rung site disrupting the local
exchange pathway between the twoCu2+ ions in a dimer, or amore general distortion leading to a hyperfine field
at themuon site. One rather extreme example of amuon induced distortion, still consistent with theDFT result,
would be the breaking of a local dimer by themuonwhichwould result in an unpaired spin near themuon site
aligned preferentially along the applied fieldB0. Such a distortionwas also suggested to be the case inμ

+SR
measurements on the double chain compoundKCuCl3 [29]. There a TF signal comprising seven frequencies was
observed at low temperature with a temperature dependence suggestive of unpairedCu2+ spins.However no
comparable spectral structure or temperature dependence is observed here.
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4.4. TF spectra in the LL and LROphases
Wenow turn to the features on the lowfield side of the central peak that aremost evident in the LL and LRO
phases. In the LROphase in the spin ladders [3] at 8.6T, the spins are aligned perpendicular to the a-axis and
antiparallel within the ladder, but parallel on ladders of the same type (propagation vector k=(0.5, 0, 0)). The
orderedmoment is 0.41μB per copper ion. Increasing the applied field in the regionB0>Bc cants theAF order
parallel toB0. Thus themagnetization rises rapidly and via the negative contribution from the sumof the Lorentz
and demagnetization fields, should be expected to result in the appearance of a newpeak at low fieldwhich
moves to still lower frequency as thefield is further increased, as we observe. Thus, the low-field peakwhich is
seen atfields exceedingBc has a separation from the central peakwhich increases proportionally not toB0 but to
B0−Bc and thus tracks the chemical potential of the bosonic excitations.

However, just as in theQD region, it is unlikely that themuon probe coupling passively to thefield of the
localmagneticmoments provides the entire explanation here. This is because the lowfield feature is seen not just
in LROphase but also in the LL phase, where there should not bemagnetic order. In the LL phase therewill be
somemagnetization owing to correlations that locally resemble the spin configuration in the ordered phase,
leading to a larger contribution−2μ0M/3 from the Lorentz and demagnetizing fields. However in this phase the
localmagnetic fieldwill be rapidly fluctuating on themuon time scale.Moreover, the distortions close to the
muon described abovewill still be active andmight be expected to produce a distortion in the localmagnetismof
the LL electronic state, as has been previously suggested theoretically [30, 31]. In fact, there is experimental
evidence for such states in the low temperature behaviour of the 1DQHAFdichlorobis (pyridine) copper (II)
(CuCl2· 2NC5H5 orCPC) [32]. In this case, shifts in the TFμ

+SR spectra were attributed tomuon-induced
perturbations to the spin chain. The physics here involves themuonmoment causing a significant perturbation
to the local exchange links, leading to a local susceptibility which differsmarkedly from that of the rest of the
chain [30, 31]. In the case of CPC,where a powder sample wasmeasured, peaks were resolved on both sides of a
central peak, attributed to site dependence of the sign of the hyperfine field, with the fact that the sample was a
powder causing a dipolar broadening only, and no shift in the peak position.

The occurrence of both satellite features in theQC region provides evidence that the lowfield feature does
not simply track themacroscopicmagnetization, since the appearance of the low-field feature belowBc suggests
that themuons are sensitive to LL correlations and that these start to formon themuon response scale in the
6�B�7T region.

At this point we can turn to the calculations of localfield at the three sites outlined in the appendix. These
indicate that a straightforward assignment of the satellite features can bemade, the highfield feature being from
rung sites in an environment with quasistatic local canted AF order and the low field satellite from leg sites within
the same quasistatic local canted AF environment. The presence or absence of each of these features in the
different phases reflects an interplay between themuon-induced perturbation at each site and the underlying
state of the system.

As noted above, impurity-induced local AF order is a knownproperty of chain systems, thus its presence in
response to themore strongly perturbingmuon sites across a large part of the phase diagram is not entirely
surprising. A key question is why such an effect disappears for the rung site in the LL/LROphase aswell as for the
leg site in theQDphase. One possibility (examined further below in section 5) is that the presence of themuon
in the rung sites site leads to a distortion that reduces the size of the local spin gap. This would explain the
appearance of the lowfield feature atfields belowBc and also to the occurrence of a feature in theQD region.
Another possible explanation for the disappearance of the static features is that dynamical interaction between
themuon-inducedmoments and theQDand LL/LROphases leads to fast spin fluctuation and removes the
static component of thefield at the respectivemuon sites in these phases. The precisemechanism for this
behaviour is unclear at present and it is clearly an area that would benefit from further theoretical investigation.

In conclusion, it is difficult to reconcile the features we see in the spectra without invoking a significant
distortion to the local electronic structure caused by the implantedmuon. The two stopping sites lying along
the exchange pathways, both found via ourDFT calculations, provide such distortions. However even in the
presence of this local distortion, we obtain here the striking and important result that the nature of the resulting
stopping state allows themuon to probe the global, underlying physics of the spin ladder via its response to the
perturbingmuon.

5. TFμ+SR on (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x

Using the conclusion from the previous section that features in the TFμ+SR spectramay be correlatedwith the
regimes of behaviour in spin ladder systems, the natural extension is to investigate the possibility of new phases
in disordered spin ladder systems such as (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x. In the itinerant boson picture, the controlled
introduction of disorder thatwe investigate here has a dramatic impact on the single-particle eigenstates for the
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bosons, leading to the possibility of newphases such as the Bose glass phase in the dilute doping limit. The
disorder introduced by the randomized exchange interaction strengths acts to locally reduce the singlet-triplet
gap, so that forfields belowBc local condensation of triplets withfinite susceptibilitymay occur. Specifically, in
the case of thismaterial, the substitution of Br for Cl is expected to influence both the rung and leg exchange
pathways. If a rung bond is diluted, for example, two localizedmoments are created that still couple
antiferromagnetically, butwith a smaller exchange, which could lead to a local closing of the energy gap [33].

Specific heat andmagnetocaloric effect (MCE)measurements onmembers of the doped systemwith
x=0.1, 0.5 and 0.9were reported in [33]. Ourmeasurements aremade on a sample with x=0.05 and so
wemight expect a phase diagram that is similar to that observed in the x=0.1 case. For the case of the
thermodynamicmeasurements on x=0.1, the typical dome-like structure of the Luttinger liquid regime is
observed in roughly the same place, in addition to a new feature in the phase diagram in the formof a smaller
dome centred around 6.5Twith an onset at a lower criticalfield =¢ ( )B 6.1 3c T (shown schematically in
figure 7).MCEmeasurements suggest a sharp cusp separating the two domes at = ( )B 7.1 2c1 T. In addition, heat
capacitymeasurements suggested that around 4B0 6 T, there is a region depicted using dotted lines in
figure 7, whose temperature relaxes differently with time to that in the rest of the phase diagram (it requires an
additional exponential relaxation forfitting the heat capacity response). This effect was suggested to be indicative
of a coexistingmagnetic systemwhose interactionwith the phonon system acts on a different time scale. As
pointed out in [33], the resulting phase diagrambears a resemblance to that predicted for the case of 3Ddimer
systemon the basis of quantumMonteCarlo simulations [34]. Here two dome-like regions are predicted: one at
higherfield involving the BECof all spins and a lower-field dome reflecting themicrocondensation of triplons
on disordered bonds. A Bose glass phase is predicted atfields below each of the domes. In our case, the
coalescence of the domes only leaves the possibility of glassy behaviour in the region atfields below a critical
field ¢Bc .

Example Fourier transformTFμ+SR spectra are shown for (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4xwith x=0.05 infigure 8,
measured atT=0.02K. In contrast to the x=0 case described in section 3, the central line is rather broadwith
no additional peaks resolvable as a function of applied field.However, the shape and position of the line can be
seen to change both infigure 8 andmore clearly in the colourmap plots shown infigure 9. Particularly notable in
the colourmaps aremarked changes seen atB0=5.9 T (at bothT=0.02 and 0.7 K) and atB0=4.8 T (seen
only in theT=0.02K scan).

The broad line observed in the spectramade the fitting of several Gaussian peaks impossible for thismaterial.
Instead, it was found that the features were bestfitted by a sumof two broad Lorentzian peaks using equation (2),
withN=2. (The success of the Lorentzian lineshapes infitting the spectra probably reflects having the sumof
several components broadened significantly compared to the x= 0 case.)The results offitting the spectra to this
function are shown formeasurements atT=0.02K infigure 10. As in the colourmaps,marked changes are
observable in the fitted parameters atB0=4.8 and 5.9T.

As in the x=0 casewe have evidence for a high-field feature whose amplitude decreases continuously
(figure 10(b)) and becomes very small aboveB0=5.9 T, with a shift infield that peaks in the region
4.8<B0<5.9 T. This would seem to correspond to the highfield peak seen in the x=0material in theQD

Figure 7. Suggested phase diagram for disordered (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x on the basis of thermodynamicmeasurements of the
x=0.1 concentration [33] and ourμ+SRmeasurements of the x=0.05 concentration (seemain text). An additional dome appears
betweenBc′ andBc1 and a coexistingmagnetic phase with distinct relaxation parameters is indicated (dotted line).
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phase, although it is not resolvable as a separate line, owing to thewidth of the central line. The central feature is
seen to increase in amplitude in theQDregime (figure 10(b)), and then decrease continuously fromaround
B0=4.8T,while its width increasesmonotonicallywith increasingfield (figure 10(c)). The centre of both features
shiftswithfield (figure 10(a)) showing quite large changes in the shift direction atB0=4.8T andB0=5.9T.

The disappearance with increasingB0 of the highfield component in the x=0 concentration and the
presentmaterial allows us to suggest =¢B 5.9c T for the x=0.05material, similar to that observed in x=0.1.
Given the change in aroundBf=4.8 T, we also have the possibility of a crossover into a new region of behaviour
for thefield range 4.8<B0<5.9 T atT=0.02K. (Note that at these low temperatures, wewould not expect a
wide region ofQC-like behaviour.)This is the part of the phase diagramwhere glass-like behaviour is expected.
In this range of appliedfield, the highfield component persists but at low amplitude, while the central line shifts
back towardsB0. This region is therefore characterized in ourμ

+SRmeasurements by behaviour intermediate
between that observed in theQD region and the LL region. This is suggestive of a division in themuon sites
between environments showing each of these behaviours. This scenario is in good agreementwith the
observation of the heat capacity taking on a two-exponential form in the 4B05.8 T region in the x=0.1
material, which is characteristic of two coexistingmagnetic states [33].Moreover, one of the predictions of Bose
glass physics is a scenariowhere locally the gap in the excitation spectrum closes at disordered sites, producing
the same environment as seen in the LL phase [8].We therefore suggest that something similarmay be
happening in the 4.8<B0<5.9 T region. It is notable that the features that we see atT=0.02K are absent in
the datameasured atT= 0.7 K, leading us to suggest that the situationmay look like the phase diagram shown in
figure 7with the peak in the glassy dome occurring below 0.7K, in agreementwith that inferred from specific
heat [33].

6. Longitudinalfieldmeasurements

Using LFμ+SR allows us to investigate the excitations of the spin ladder systemon themuon (μs) timescale. In
suchmeasurements, the spin relaxation is determined by themagnetic field correlations perpendicular to the
appliedmagnetic field.Wemake LFmeasurements on (Hpip)2CuCl4which hasBc lyingwithin thefield range of
theHiFi spectrometer at ISIS. On the basis of ourDFT studies of (Hpip)2CuBr4we expect the (Hpip)2CuCl4
systemwill also have a tetrahedron site that will dominate the LF relaxation. LL theory provides a complete

Figure 8. Fourier transformTFμ+SR spectrameasured for (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x (x=0.05) atT=0.02K.
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quantummechanical treatment of the low temperature behaviour forB0>Bc built upon only two interaction-
dependent parameters: u andK. Dynamical spin excitations within the LL are best viewed as being due to
interacting spinless fermions, where the LL parameterK is ameasure of the sign and strength of the interactions.
NMR investigations [4] of the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 led to the prediction µ -( ) ( )T T T1 K

1
1 2 1, which

allows the determination ofK from the power law exponent a = -( )K1 2 1, and therefore provides a
quantitative test of LL theory that we can access with ourmeasurements.

In order to test whether longitudinal field (LF)μ+SR could be used to probe the dynamics of the spin ladder
system,measurements were previously performed [35] on the strong-leg spin laddermaterial (C7H10N)2CuBr4
(known asDIMPY) using theHiFi instrument at the ISIS facility. DIMPYhasBc≈3.0 T and, at applied fields
aboveBc, orders belowTc≈0.34K. As a result of lying in the strong-leg regime, DIMPYhas a Luttinger
parameterK>1, which corresponds to attractive interactions between fermionic excitations. This leads to a
prediction that the power law exponentα<−0.5. It is notable that this scaling applies in the LL regime only, so

Figure 9.A colourmap of the Fourier amplitude as a function of applied fieldB0 for TFmeasurements on (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4xwith
x=0.05. Data are shown at (a)T=0.02 K and (b)T=0.7 K.White lines are guides to the eye showing probable transitions (see
text).
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we require not only thatB0>Bc but also thatTc=T=J and this was borne out in theNMR results [10],
where the predicted behaviourwas found in the realmof applicability of themodel.

Themeasured spectra for bothDIMPY and (Hpip)2CuCl4 resemble the examples shown in [27]. Data were
fitted to the relaxation function

= +l-( ) ( )A t A Ae , 5t
rel bg

whereArel is thefixed, relaxing asymmetry andAbg is a field-dependent nonrelaxing component. The
observation of a single relaxation rate suggests thatmuons fromone class of site contributemost strongly to the
observed dynamics. Thefitted relaxation ratemight be expected to principally reflect the sites that give the broad
central component in the TF data, since thesemakes the largest contribution of the three sites that are sensitive to
the intrinsicmagnetismof the system. The relaxing amplitude for (Hpip)2CuCl4 was found to be relatively small
at a few%, reflecting the constraints of the instrument and sample geometry and the relatively small fraction of
muonswith strong enough coupling not to have their relaxation quenched by the LF. The temperature

Figure 10.Results offitting equation (2) to the datameasured for the x=0.05 compound atT=0.02K. (a)Peak positionBi relative
to the applied fieldB0. (b)AmplitudesAi. (c) FWHMpeakwidths.
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dependence of the slow relaxation rate atfixedfield is the parameter of interest here andwe did not expect or
detect any significant temperature dependence ofArel, so it was heldfixed in the fitting.

At themagnetic fields of interest we expect any nuclear contribution to themuon relaxation to be fully
quenched and therefore we probe only the electronic spin dynamics [35]. The LF relaxation rateλ is then
equivalent to 1/T1measured inmagnetic resonance. Figures 11(a), (b) show theμ+SR relaxation rateλ (T,B0)
found previously [35] formeasurements onDIMPY as a function of temperature forfixed values of applied field
B0. For theQD regime, realized forB0<Bc (figure 11(b)), themuon relaxation rateλ is seen to increase with
temperatures above 0.5K. For the LL regime, realized forB0>Bc, (figure 11(a)) a localmaximum is seen in the
relaxation close toTc, followed by an increase inλwith increasing temperature, with a power law decrease found
at temperatures significantly aboveTc (butwell below J). This was in good agreement with theNMR1/T1 results,
where the scaling only begins to be seen above »T T2a c which suggests an onset temperature ofTa≈0.6K for
muonmeasurementsmade atB0=4.8 T, in good agreement with that shown infigure 11(a). The exponentα,
determined by fittingλ∝Tα, was found to beα=−0.62(5) atB0=4.8 Twhich is comparable to theNMR
values, which showed thatα decreases rapidly in the 3.5<B<5T range, settling atα=−0.75 forfields above
9T (inaccessible in thesemeasurements, which are limited toB0<5T).

In contrast toDIMPY, (Hpip)2CuCl4, which hasBc≈1.7 T, lies within the strong-rung regime and so is
expected to host dynamics that can be represented in terms of repulsive fermionic excitations withK<1.
Correspondingly, we expect a value of=−0.5�α�0. Results of our LFmeasurements are shown in
figures 11(c), (d). In theQD regime atB0=1T (figure 11(d)), the relaxation rate again tends to increase with
increasing temperature. The behaviour ismore complex atB0=3.3 T, but is found to be consistent with the
datameasured forDIMPY, albeit in a slightly lower temperature regime. By analogywith the Br-containing
material, wewould expect the top of the LL dome coherence energy in (Hpip)2CuCl4 to be around J≈0.6K,
with a prediction that the scaling breaks down aswe leave the realmof applicability of themodel. If we also
assume aTc 0.1K, thenwe should expect power law for 0.2T 0.6 K. Finally, by analogywithDIMPY, we
might expect thatλ increases with increasing temperature at temperatures below the scaling regime. Such a low
temperature increase inλ is indeed observed, followed by a regime of power law behaviour, followed by a further
increase inλ forT 0.6K. Fitting the data in the range 0.25<T<0.6 K suggestsα=−0.35±0.15, putting
thematerial in the repulsive regime as expected.Motivated by the fact that the data suggests three regimes of
behaviour, figure 11(c) shows the result offitting amodel that allows three different power lawswith sharp
crossover temperatures, whose values are also parameters in the fit. This results in crossover temperatures of
Ta=0.25K andTb=0.54K,with a power law in the LL regime ofα=−0.37±0.10.Wemay conclude that,
as in the case ofDIMPY, the scaling behaviour is quite dependent on the precise positionwithin theB–T phase
diagram. Although this gives us reason to be cautious about the precise value of the power law, the results are
consistent with the range−0.5�α�0, expected for a strong rung ladder.

7. Conclusions

Wehave presented a broad survey ofmeasurementsmade on spin ladder systems using implantedmuons. The
transverse field technique has been shown to be sensitive to the crossover between quantumdisordered and

Figure 11.Temperature dependence of the LFμ+SR relaxation rate atfixed applied longitudinalmagnetic fieldB0. (a), (b)The strong
leg spin ladderDIMPY [35]. (c), (d)The strong rung spin ladder (Hpip)2CuCl4.
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Luttinger Liquid regimes in (Hpip)2CuBr4. Themuon probes themagnetism of these systems by realizing a local
magnetic perturbation that results from the distortion to the local structure caused by its electrostatic charge.
Despite thismodified local character, themuon continues to be a useful probe of the global properties of the
system, enabling the phase diagram to bemapped out across awide range offield and temperature.

This allows us to probe the phase diagramof the partially disordered system (Hpip)2CuBr4(1−x)Cl4x
(x=0.05), wherewe identify a new regime of behaviour in the region of applied fields 4.8�B0�5.9 Twhich,
locally, is intermediate between theQD andLL regions, broadly consistent with predictions of Bose glass
descriptions of the physics in related systems. In addition, longitudinal fieldmeasurements enable us to probe
the spin dynamics of the ladders and distinguish the dynamics of strong-rung and strong-legmaterials via
characteristic Luttinger liquid parameters.

These results demonstrate the use ofmuons as a local probe in highermagnetic fields than are typically
employed in standardμSR studies and provide uswith an insight into the evolution of behaviour between
systems based on interacting spin dimers such as the putative spin liquid states. It is possible that themuon
causes significant perturbations to the globalmagnetic state via the localmagnetism in such spin liquid systems
(andmany others). However, the present results show that these are not necessarily detrimental to the use of the
muon as a probe of the broader intrinsic properties, but instead provide ameans of probing them via the local
magnetism. This is especially important in quantumdisordered phases, where in the absence of such a local
perturbative probe effect wewould expect nomagnetic response at all. It is hoped that in future the detailed
analysis ofmuon stopping states in an increasingly diverse range ofmaterials will provide further insight into the
ways inwhich themuon probes its hostmaterial, thus allowing a richer level of detail on the properties of the
material to be revealed.
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Appendix. Density functional theory calculations

The proposedmuon stopping sites were obtained from structural relaxations of the systemplus an implanted
muon usingDFT. Themuon ismodelled as an ultrasoft hydrogen pseudopotential.We use a planewave cut off
energy of 1000eV resulting in energies that converge to a precision of∼10meVper cell and performBrillouin
zone integration at theΓ point.We consider the case ofμ+ by using a charged cell and use a neutral cell to study
the behaviour ofmuonium, formedwhen themuon attracts an electron as itmoves through the crystal.

( )Hpip CuBr2 4 crystallizes in themonoclinic space group P21/c space group [28], with a=8.487(2)Å,
b=17.225(3)Å,c=12.380(2)Åandβ=99.29(2)◦. The unit cell comprises flattened (CuBr -)2

4 tetrahedra
and (C5H12N)

+ counterions and is shown infigure A1. Structural relaxations were performed using a 2×1×1
supercell. Doubling the simulation cell along the shortest dimension reduces the spurious self-interaction of the
muonwhich results from the use of periodic boundary conditions. Furthermore, this results in a simulation cell
that is equivalent to themagnetic unit cell of this system, thereby allowing us to better assess the effect of the
implantedmuon on themagnetic structure.

Themuonwas placed in 52 different initial positions (for both charged and neutral cells) forming an equally
spaced three-dimensional grid spanning distinct positionswithin the conventional unit cell. Positions where the
muonwould be< 1Å away fromanother atomwere discarded as starting points. The structure plus implanted
muonwas then allowed to relax until the forces on the atomswere all< 5×10−2 eVÅ−1 and the total energy
and atomic positions converged to 2×10−5 eV and 1×10−3Å, respectively.We also relaxed the structure
without themuon in the samemanner, such that any atomic displacements result from the presence of the
muon, rather than differences between the experimental structures and that obtained fromDFT.

Wefirst consider the case of diamagneticμ+. Relaxation of the conventional cell plus the implantedmuon
yields, asmight be expected for amolecularmaterial,many candidatemuon sites that are close in energy.We
find that themuon stops close to the electronegative Br ions in theCuBr4 tetrahedra as detailed in themain text.
Rung sites (figure A2(a))have the lowest energies lyingwithin a narrow 30meV range. Leg sites (figure A2(b))
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Figure A1.The unit cell of ( )Hpip CuBr2 4, comprising (CuBr -)2
4 tetrahedra and (C5H12N)

+ counterions.

Figure A2.Muon stopping sites within the spin ladder structure.Muonswere found to stop (a) along ladder rungs (b) along ladder legs
and (c) inside theCuBr4 tetrahedra. Yellow and cyan isosurfaces indicate increases and decreases in spin density, respectively.
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were found to be on average 76meVhigher in energy than the rung sites.Many tetrahedral sites (figure A2(b))
were identified, having energies 43–204meVhigher than the rung sites.

Since changes in spin density induced by the implantedmuon are likely to have a significant impact on the
magnetic propertiesmeasured in aμ+SR experiment, we have compared the calculated spin density of the
structure with andwithout themuon. It is found experimentally that themagnetic exchange coupling is
antiferromagnetic along both the legs and rungs andwe therefore expect the sign of the spin density to alternate
between adjacent Cu ions, as found by neutron diffraction [3].We note, however, that this is not themagnetic
ground state found in our calculations, even for the unperturbed structure, wherewe find a complicated
magnetic ground state involving spins of equalmagnitude on eachCu site, withmixed ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic couplingwithin the ladders. The failure ofDFT to correctly capture the orderedmagnetic
ground state of this system is perhaps unsurprising, given that the system is found to order only upon the
application of a relatively large externalmagnetic field. Though this fact limits our quantitive analysis, the impact
of the implantedmuon on the spin density can still give us an insight into themagnitude of effects it could have
on themagnetic properties of the system. Infigure A2, the displayed isosurfaces represent increases and
decreases in spin density. The perturbation caused by themuon probe is quite dramatic: it results in the flipping
ofmultiple spins. In each case the spin on fourCu ions close to themuon sites areflipped (note the use of
periodic boundary conditions). These spin flips occur for Cu ions up to around 9Å away from themuon site,
indicating a range overwhichmuon-induced distortions to the electronic structure can occur.Whilemost of
these changes in spin density are spin flips, the Cu atoms nearest themuon sites that dominate the localfield at
themuon site show a decrease in themagnitude of their spin. For the rung sites,Mulliken population analysis
indicates a 15% reduction of the spin on the nearest Cu ion from0.34ÿ/2 to 0.29ÿ/2. A similar reduction of the
Cu spin is seen for the leg sites. The tetrahedron sites see a 25% reduction of the nearest Cumoment, from
around 0.33ÿ/2 to 0.25ÿ/2. This is likely to reflect themuon’s closer proximity to aCu ion for these latter sites.

Since themuon has a large zero point energy due to its smallmass, we expect quantumdelocalization across
the closely spacedmembers of each group of sites, thus the properties of the effective quantumdelocalizedmuon
site defined by the group of structures can be estimated by taking an average over the group. By exploring the
effect of three characteristicmodes ofmagnetic order on the dipolarfield at themuon sites we can determine the
relative sensitivity of themuon sites to different types of static order and fluctuations. First we explore the effect
of a uniformFMorder parameter along the b axis, then a staggered AF order parameter in the ac plane directed
along c. Finally we take the known canted AF structure for the ordered state of the system,which allows an
estimate the size of the local dipole field at the candidatemuon sites in the LRO region. The dipolarfield
experienced by amuon at position mr due to themagnetically ordered structure is given by

å m m
m
p

= -m( ) [ ( · ˆ) ˆ ] ( )
r

B r r r
4

3 , A.1
i

i idipole
0

3

whereμ0 is the permeability of free space and = -mr r ri is the position of themuon relative to ion iwith
magneticmomentmi.

Our dipolar field calculations are summarized in table A1. The large transverse field fluctuation amplitude
B⊥ found for the tetrahedron site is expected to dominate the LF relaxation, with the greatest sensitivity being
seen for AF or canted AF spin fluctuations.When considering the TF spectra this site also has the largestBP
coupling, giving a large negative shift for uniformmoments polarized along the b axis. Thefinal column in
table A1 gives the TF spectral shift for the knownLRO structure, which allows the satellite spectral features of
figures 2–4 to be clearly assigned.We see that the observed+2mT feature corresponds to the rung site and the
−6mT feature corresponds to the leg site.

The sites found in the case ofmuonium (investigated by employing a neutral simulation cell) are very similar
to those described above. After relaxation of the structure, there is little electron density found around themuon,
with the additional electron density insteadmoving to the piperidinium ion (close to theN) and theCuBr4 unit
closest to themuon. The additional electron density around this Cu ion results in a slight reduction of theCu
moment comparedwith each of the corresponding cases for diamagneticμ+. The spin density around themuon
is found to be small for both charged and neutral cells.We therefore expect the contact hyperfine contribution to
the localmagnetic field experienced by themuon to be small, with dipolar coupling providing the dominant
contribution.
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TableA1. Summary of the threemuon sites and the average sensitivity of their localfields to differentmodes of correlated ordering of theCumoments, expressed in units ofmT/(μCu/μB). Field directionsB⊥ andBP are relative to the b axis,
which is the orientation of the appliedfield in the experiments. LargeB⊥ values are associatedwith strong relaxation in the LF configuration and largeBP values are associatedwith strong relaxation and significant spectral shifts in the TF
configuration.

Site Energy Number of
FMa AFb Canted AFc

meV structures ^∣ ∣B BP ∣ ∣B ^∣ ∣B BP ∣ ∣B ^∣ ∣B BP ∣ ∣B 0.41BP

Rung 0 6 6 2.0 6.6 18 ±5.6 19 8.9, 15 −2.1, 5.2 9.1, 16 −0.9, 2.1

Leg 76 6 1.4 −22 22 20 ±2.7 20 13, 14 −19,−15 21, 23 −7.7,−6.3

Tetrahedron 140 21 85 −64 140 130 ±34 150 99, 130 −71,−27 130, 150 −33,−11

a FMmoments along the b axis.
b AFmoments along the c axis.
c CantedAFmode (Thielemann et al [3]), thefinal column lists the predicted field shifts inmT for the TF spectrumwith the LROmoment of 0.41μB.
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